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The T Hotel sweeps accolades in TripAdvisor’s Travelers’ Choice 2018
(Sep 24, 2018 – Hong Kong) The T Hotel, a training hotel operated by students of the Hotel and
Tourism Institute (HTI), a VTC member institution, has been voted number 1 of “Top 10 Value for
Money Hotels- China”, number 3 of “Top 25 Hotels – China” and number 11 of “Top 25 Value for
Money Hotels” by TripAdvisor’s Travelers’ Choice 2018. The T Hotel has also been presented the
Certificate of Excellence Hall of Fame after being awarded Certificate of Excellence for five
consecutive years. Further, Hotels.com has named The T Hotel as the “Loved By Guest Award Winner
2018” with the high mark of 9.4 out of 10. These awards are recognitions of the achievement of The T
Hotel by international visitors from around the world.
The T Hotel is the training venue for students of the HTI to acquire authentic work experience. Services
ranging from room reservations, check-in/check-out, bell and concierge, in-room dining, housekeeping
to spa therapy are all handled by students under the supervision of experienced instructors. Through
serving travelers from around the world, students can sharpen their language and communications
skills, gain confidence and acquaint themselves with the needs of the customers from different
backgrounds and cultures.
The T Hotel has received TripAdvisor’s Certificate of Excellence and Travelers’ Choice for six
consecutive years since 2012. “Students take up every details of the operation by applying what they
have learnt. Not only can they strengthen their communication skills through interacting with guests,
they can also understand the daily operation of a hotel through practicing in different departments.”
said Mr. Alan IP, Deputy Manager (Hotel Operations & Training) of The T Hotel. “The T Hotel guests
play an important role in our training and their participation is an essential training element. Their
generous support and compliments will keep our students inspired and motivated.”
Students strive to provide the best of services by exceeding guest’s expectation. Ms. Tiffany Tandra,
graduate of Diploma in Hotel Operations shared her training experience at The T Hotel, “Our
instructors always remind us to keep guest interests at heart. Therefore, when we knew that a guest
planned to propose to his girlfriend during their stay, in addition to ordering flowers upon his request,
we also arranged special amenities such as heart-shape towels, rose petals, chocolates as a courtesy to
surprise them. We were so happy that the proposal finally went well.”
For reservation or further inquiry, please call (852) 3717 7388 (Press “1”) or email to resthotel@vtc.edu.hk.
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Hotel and Tourism Institute (HTI)
The Hotel and Tourism Institute (HTI) is one of the 13 member institutions of Vocational Training
Council (VTC). Established in 1984, HTI was set up to fulfill the growing demand for trained
manpower in the hotel, catering and tourism industry. The Institute aims to be the leading institution
in hotel and tourism training in Hong Kong in order to uphold Hong Kong’s status as a premier travel
destination in Asia. Furnished with comprehensive training facilities, HTI offers programmes
covering Food and Beverage Service, Front Office Operations, Housekeeping Operations, Hotel Spa
therapies, Hotel Event Management, Tour Service and Travel Agency Operations as well as
supervisory and skills upgrading programmes for in-service professionals. Website: www.hti.edu.hk
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(Image 1) The T Hotel is a remarkable training
platform for students aspiring to work in the hotel
and catering industry

(Image 2) Hotel guests can indulge in the beautiful
sea view or historical Pokfulam village in the
spacious guest rooms.
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(Image 3) The T Hotel is equipped with a business
centre, gymnasium and a training spa to meet the
needs of different guests.

(Image 4) Hotel guests can admire a beautiful view
while enjoying the professional catering service
provided by the students at T Lounge.
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